
Carving Materials:  Various Woods

The information contained herein originally appeared on www.thecarvingpath.net or www.thecarvingpath.com 
forums.  This compilation is copyrighted by TheCarvingPath.net, and each separate posting and/or image is 
copyrighted by the original poster.  This information may be freely distributed for the purposes of learning these 
or similar techniques, but may not be sold or otherwise distributed for financial gain in any manner.  Many of the 
procedures or techniques described herein are dangerous, employ toxic or otherwise hazardous substances, or 
may produce toxic or hazardous substances in the process of employment, such as dust or other evolved products.  
This information is not intended for use by beginners or those uninformed about the proper use of the equip-
ment, materials or substances described.  For heaven’s sake, do be sensible and safe when using these or similar 
techniques.  If you aren’t absolutely certain you are capable of using this information safely, then ask questions 
or seek help and guidance by those who are.

Dogwood:  (by Lee)  It is very hard and very strong. The grain is not tight like boxwood. I’m not sure if 
it is the same species as the dogwood that you have. I purchased it from Exim, LTD in South Carolina, 
www.eximltd.com. The pieces ( not very large ) are sold as cornelwood shuttle blocks. I sometimes use it 
for delicate inserts on carved birds, most recently for feet and toes on a miniature dead pigeon ( the prey 
of a cooper’s hawk ). I’m not sure how a natural finish would look; my pieces are painted.
 
Dogwood:  (by Musket)  Good stuff. Not quite as hard as box, nor quite as smooth in texture as box or 
pear. But still a closed pore hardwood with very little difference between spring and summer growth far 
as working properties go. The color is somewhere between cherry and steamed pear and should look fine 
with a natural finish. Burns well, for those who use pyrography. Used by many bird carvers for carving 
stand-alone feathers. I’ve done this once, with good results.

Boxwood:

(by Doug Sanders)  It’s very difficult to find good quality boxwood. I seem to be on this quest lately as 
well. A few tips I’ve learned (the hard way!)

-Like a lot of woods, there can be one generic name for a whole number of different trees. (ebony, ma-
hogany, rosewood, cherry all follow this rule too).
-Don’t order anything from South American origin- it’s far too soft and a completely different tree. I think 
most woodworking shops (Woodworker’s Store, Rockler, etc here in the U.S.) will source from here.
-English boxwood is better, but the quality varies drastically. Some is pale colored and tight, other that you 
get is full of grey streaks, scars, blemishes, etc and has dry patches.
-French, or Pyrennean, is much better- a rich yet pale yellow and more uniform in texture.
-There is also boxwood grown in Asia (China, Thailand) that is supposed to be very good- I’m being sent 
a sample of this now
-If you order from abroad, be sure and have the seller remove all traces of bark from the wood or it will 
get confiscated ( mad.gif happened to me once!)

I had the most wonderful piece of boxwood once that came to me in the form of a ‘hanko’ or Japanese seal 



block. It was small, but handled a chisel wonderfully. Have a look through Toronto’s Chinatown in 
one of those shops where they cut signature seal stamps for people.

I’ve also found boxwood pieces at flea markets. There’s usually a guy who sells old print and type 
blocks at these things... Sometimes you will find an electrotype engraving backed with boxwood. 
Most often it’s cherry, but you can be lucky.  These pieces can be somewhat dry, but it’s a start.

Thai boxwood is gorgeous- a slightly redder hue in the wood than the golden-yellow color of the 
Chinese box. It’s the most expensive, and supplies are limited.

All the samples I received were of very good quality- at least compared to the British box I’ve been 
working with in the past. I took a knife to them last night and they cut very well. There seems to 
be little to no streaking from fungus throughout the pieces I received.

Prices range from Y3000 (for the hanko blocks) to Y8000 (Thai boxwood) per kilo.

I will definitely order some for myself, but thought I’d ask if others want to go in on a joint order. 
I can be the shipping location and then I’ll send on pieces to those who want them in N. America.

I’m still working on getting information on some French boxwood cut in the Alps 8 years ago- so it 
is nicely dried. These prices will range from 3-10 euros/kg (considerably cheaper than the Chinese/
Thai). The price will go up a bit if the supplier needs to remove the bark before shipment (needed 
to get it through US customs, or you can take your chances...)

(by Austin)  Chinese boxwood.  There are some different kind of boxwood in china.  Big leaf 
boxwood, little leaf boxwood, the Little leaf Boxwood is better.  The pics you seen above ,was 
plant in the cold north area of China.  For the cold weather, the north little box wood grow very 
slowly.  These was why the north boxwood was exquisiter than the south Boxwood.  So the North 
boxwood of large size was very expensive.  It is a kind of hard wood, but a little softer than rose 
wood.  This kind of boxwood grew very slowly, in the very cold clime of China.  This made the 
wood very very exquisite.  Somebody call it wooden ivory.



Question:  (by magnus homestead)  I just my first piece of boxwood! I got it from Gilmers - I’m 
fortunate enough to live close by there and can go in person ( that is an experience in itself - if 
you’ve never been there be prepared to be blown away by the variety of rare and exotic woods they 
have ) I chose a half log section from Turkey - Jim said they’d had it about a year- it is 5 inches by 3 
inches by maybe 3 ft. long. I sawed a couple of sections off it - thought perhaps I’d blank out a fig-
ure I’m wanting to carve using a band saw and then let it sit around a while to see if any checking 



occurs - does this seem a good idea? It has some checking on one end where a branch terminated, 
and a long shallow split check down the split side into the heart but that doesn’t go past the center. 
Took some tools to it as soon as I got it home and I can see why carvers like this stuff. Thought I 
might carve something simple like a violin say 3.5 cm. long to get used to it without wasting much. 
Cost $10.00 (US) per lb. as a select grade.

Answer:  (by Jim Kelso)  I always leave wood around for a while before I use it, but you can rely 
on their information. I like to work with wood that I know has been seasoning for a long time. 
Whenever I make a large cut-off I seal the end with Sealtite 60. This is a product that I bought a 
gallon of 10 years ago and will never use up. I did a search and can’t seem to find a source. I will 
do some more searching. Don has also made reference to a product used by pool-cue makers that 
seals the wood. We can search on this forum and find that.

With wood of questionable seasoning I would saw off a somewhat oversize piece and watch it for a 
few days and proceed with caution, while doing some sealing as I go, which I often do with wood 
even if I am familiar with it.

(by DanM)  I believe the pool cue product is called nelsonite. It is an end product “wood stabilizer” 
and has had good and bad reviews from many knife makers who have used it. The wood needs to 
be in a dry condition for it’s use.

Camellia Wood  Question:  (by edward_k)  One of my camellia trees has fallen foul of a JCB and 
I was wondering what the characteristics/uses of the wood were ?

Anyone worked it before?  I have looked for the characteristics / properties / usage / density etc in 
a wood book I have that lists about a million trees but strangely camellia is not there...

Any tips of drying/storing it?

Answer:  (by Tom Sterling)  Antique Japanese netsuke were sometimes carved from camellia, 
but I know nothing about the character of the wood. As to drying, take off the bark, seal the ends 
of foot long pieces with paint, carpenter’s glue, tar, whatever you have, and let air dry. If they are 
fairly large in diameter, you might slice them into “lumber” longitudinally with a bandsaw, sealing 
the ends, and stacking them with small sacrificial pieces in between to keep each piece exposed to 
circulating air. The rule of thumb is one year air drying per inch of thickness.

You can try microwave drying small pieces (probably best without the center pith inside them) 
by microwaving on low power settings for about 20-30 seconds, then letting them cool, repeating 
until they feel dry to the skin on your cheeks.



Answer:  (by firewoodstudio)  We have a lot of camellias here on the Gulf Coast , but most are a 
bush , not many get big enough to be a tree. The wood that is from the bushes in the south are very 
wet and when you dry them they crack and split. I have tried in the past to slice a large piece to use 
in box building but it split. That’s about all I know Someone else must know more about the wood. 
I know that the wood had a beautiful grain and color.

Pink Ivory Wood:  Question:  (by Janel)  This rosy, very hard wood is one that the surface chang-
es color after exposure to air. Is there a surface treatment that will prevent the discoloration? What 
else might be interesting to know about this wood?

Answer:  (by ford hallam)  Don’t know if you were aware, but pink ivory comes from Southern 
Africa. It’s not particularly common but was held in high regard by indigenous people as a fine 
carving material.

(by Janel)  The color is fresh, I am actively working on it these weeks. I’ve got a surface test going 
with a couple of the treatments available in my studio, but I don’t think that I have one that has 
a UV deflector in it. I do not know how long it takes for the wood to turn brown. What I will be 
waiting for is to see what the different treatments settle into after some time passes, as in, when 
I am ready to use it. One will dry out over time (Watco), the other is a surface oil and urethane 
rubbing (Minwax-Wood Sheen) treatment. I don’t want a high polish, I like what occurs during 
the carving, the planes are dry, the ridges of the veins and cupped cuts get burnished by handling. 
The Watco might be the one...though it has darkened the wood for now. When I used Watco on 
Macassar Ebony, it darkened the wood, but over the past few months, it has returned to a dryer, 
less dark appearance. That is OK with me, as long as the product offers a degree of protection from 
moistures of the hands...

Ford, thanks for the link to the information page. Yes, I knew the wood comes from South Africa, 
is rare and regarded with esteem. I have, by coincidence listened to a book on tape, fiction, the 
story based in the 1700’s, colonial times, while carving this wood. Curious to have both share 
hours in my days.

Answer: (by toscano)  My experience with pink ivory thus far is that the surface color ‘washes 
out’ with time. This results in a faded, dull pink-ish color of which I am not fond (to paraphrase 
Churchill). It seems to me that it’s the result of UV waves, rather than oxygen, but then again I 
believe Doug and I are referring to different changes in color. Doug, from what I can understand 
you are saying that the color of PI darkens by getting closer to grey/black (change in ‘contrast’), 
rather than by getting ‘more red’ (change in saturation). That would seem to indicate interactions 
with something in the air, but then again I am no chemist... 


